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Our House, children start 3 months after the death, adults start 2 months after the death, as 

young as 2 ½ years old, Camp Erin, 6-18 years old, after school groups, school-based/on 

campus/10 week programs, Spanish-speaking satellite programs in community, sliding scale $1> 

Sesame Street website – “When Families Grieve” 

Grief is normal, a life cycle process 

“Who will take care of me?” Who will fill the role of the dead person in the child’s life? 

7 out of 10 teachers have children in class how are grieving 

Language: direct, truthful, age-appropriate 

 Repetition (usually not understand at first) 

 Part that love stays in your heart 

 Very . . . . . 

 Death – ‘body stops working’ 

Sand tray as part of grave plot for sibling 

Children can only handle intense emotion for a short time 

J William Worden task Model- Four Tasks of Mourning, non-linear 

 Goals for children and teens: 

1. Accept the reality of the loss, what actually happened to the person who died?, not 

pain when dead 

2. Process the pain of grief, memories of loved one 

3. Adjust to the world without the person who died (Who/how will get the need met 

that the dead person would have done?) 

4. How to maintain the bond and honor the memory  

5. Coping skills: uncooked/cooked spaghetti, exercise, read stories, air punch 

With guilt – find and correct the flaw in their thinking 

Intervention 



 Sand tray, “move” game (“move if  . . . “), memory box and book 

 When Dinosaurs Die (Task 1) 

 “What’s that like for you?”, “Tell me more about that.” 

Attendance at funeral: 

 Say goodbye 

 Not alone in grief 

Be involved: put picture in casket, make collage of photos, pick music, speak at funeral? 

Age-appropriate explanation of burial 

With death no pain 

Special kind of oven heats up and body turns to ash, then put in urn or box 

Suicide (ends own life), disease called depression, very . . . . .sad 

Homicide (someone ends someone else’s life) 

“I don’t know that answer.” 

“Really confusing” 

 


